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n increasingly large part
of the educated class
does not expect anything
from the government. In the
bestcase scenario, a process
of inner immigration starts:
people will not be involved
in any discussions, they will
not fall for any slogans, they
will not participate in any
thing, they will not suggest
any innovations. In other
words, they will effectively
be saying ‘leave us alone’. In
the worstcase scenario,
which prevails today, we face
actual departures. These are,
for the most part, business
men who form the active
part of society, who live here
or are at least registered here
de jure, but have de facto
already moved their business
assets and families abroad.
This is the most dangerous
trend that we are seeing
today.
There is nothing bad in
this in terms of elections.
What is the big deal if a cou
ple million people from the
educated class become sulky
and ignore the elections. As
if they had ever participated
in elections previous to that!
But here the threat is much
graver that the hatred borne
by certain citizens.
Indifference and lack of
expectations is not due to
the disappointment of peo
ple who have been enchant
ed. It is rather a cessation of
expectations on the part of
those who were once ready
to fit in and to support some
meaningful message. Since
none of them have followed
this, these people do not fan
the air – they just choose to
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not wait for anything and
instead, end up leaving the
country quietly. This is the
threat, which is the gravest
threat because then we, our
government and our state will
find ourselves alone with
nothing but state employees
and raw material sectors.
And all the people who
could have potentially par
ticipated in something inno
vative will leave the country
and instead pursue a path of
selfrealisation, while at the
same time preserving their
polite willingness to come
back in the case that any
thing should happen. This
cannot be considered as a
social protest; rather, it is
something worse.
We have what may be per
ceived as a very nice political
elite. They seem to be sin
cere, honest and believe in
all good people who have
tried and are still trying to do
their best. But we have her
metically sealed elite class,
who are totally enclosed 
both in terms of politics and
content.
Anyway, there will be tur
moil that will produce
cracks and divisions, and
thus leakage, in this hermet
ically proofed system,
meaning that it can just flow
through it. It is difficult at
this point to say how exactly
these cracks will eventually
appear. When something
that should have been done
is not done and when the
steps that should have been
taken are not followed, we
are ultimately exposing our
selves to the malice of the
power of nature. 
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represent a continuation of the current situation.
The hatred of the ‘ruling class’ is neither consistent nor
can it be socially localised. It is more or less obvious that
the higher the degree of socioeconomic marginalisation,
the more intense the negative feeling is towards the elite.
At the same time, moving along the social axis in the
direction of relative prosperity, one can notice that a
decline of certain ‘organic force’ is accompanied by an
increase in political motivation and the awareness of
exclusion among the people. The latter factor can affect
virtually anyone whenever he or she encounters the
authorities – not so much those who are conventionally
denoted as ‘the establishment’ or ‘ruling class’ but also
the various authorised institutions, ranging from public
utility services to courts of justice and from law enforce
ment to public administration.
The problem is that the ‘institutions and practices’
established by the ruling class pertain solely to the sphere
of public administration. Furthermore, the very cleavage
existing between the elite and society cannot be reduced
to the natural antagonism of the ‘poor and sick’ and the
‘rich and healthy’ being motivated by something bigger
then sheer social distance. More to the point, this gap is
not so much socioeconomic in nature as it is epistemo
logical. It springs from disharmony between media
images and sensually perceivable reality, and between the
order of discourse and the political regime. While watch
ing TV, the viewer gets the impression that it is only his or
her problems that are not being resolved.
An object to which this energy of rejection is directed
has equally diffusive, obscure features. In the 1990s, mass
resentment was very personal – it was always either
Yeltsin or Chubais or Gaydar or Nemtsov or Grachov
who was to blame. In 2000, upon winning the war in
terms of the mass media, the top echelons of the elite
took precautions to shield itself from such attacks if they
are not authorised by the governing regime. Today, public
outrage becomes personal only in the case of an impend
ing resignation. Nevertheless, by diverting a blow from
individuals and bending over backwards to publicise its
unity, the ruling class as a whole has become an object of
mass rebuff.
At the same time, I wouldn’t place too much emphasis
on hate as a major descriptive instrument or apply to it
epithets like ‘allconsuming’ in this study of the attitudes
harboured by society towards the elite or vice versa. The
focal point here is not an aggression or defence but rather
mutual alienation, which may prove to be even more dan
gerous. Yet this mutual alienation is very much different
from the one Lenin had summed up in 1913 as ‘the lower
classes don’t want to live the way they have done and the
ruling class can’t rule the way it is used to doing’. And
since the political domain is not just deinstitutionalised
(although, technically speaking, institutions of political
participation do persist) but also sorely devaluated and
reduced to the state of a bargaining ground for the fac
tions inside the elite, the only thing that the rest of socie
ty can do is to ramble against ‘politics’ – that is every
thing that goes beyond one’s personal business, personal
experience, and personal horizon. 
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